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Abstract—In this work we aim to train a agent that is able
to learn manipulation concepts that allow for the agent to
map natural language instructions to motion trajectories. More
specifically, our aim is to learn single task policies that are able to
take language instructions as well as an initial scene image and
output output trajectories. Our work builds on previous works
in the domain by exploring enhanced visual representations
that allow the agent to perform better on the single tasks. We
introduce semantic pretraining, in which we pretrain a visual
backbone on the semantically rich task of image captioning. We
show that this leads to improvement in performance over previous
work. We also show the effect of using other such enhanced
representations for other domains.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many of the verbs in the language we use today originate
from everyday manipulation tasks that humans do on a day
to day basis. These verbs or concepts serve as abstractions of
complex and diverse set of skills that we have. Furthermore,
these words and concepts allow us to generalize to different en-
vironments and unseen situations. However, currently robotic
agents don’t possess this ability.

Previous work in this domain, Concept2Robot, proposes a
Robot Learning framework which learns these concepts [1]
from human demonstration videos. Manipulation concepts are
derived from natural language instructions and their relation to
the corresponding human demonstration video. Using videos
allows us to mimic how humans learn their manipulation
concepts, which is through seeing the mapping language
and visual stimulus. For example, a human might learn the
correspondence between speech that another human says and
visual output of another actor. In this way, the agent is able
to generalize to unseen environments and unknown tasks.
Furthermore, by using videos to learn manipulation concepts,
training futures might be more efficient as they would not
require expensive and time consuming demonstration data.

Concept2Robot uses a end to end model which encodes the
scene image as well as the natural language instruction and
maps it it to a motion trajectory. That motion trajectory is
fed into a classifier, which is trained on demonstrations. The
confidence of the video classifier is used as a reward function.

However, one of the key limitations of the previous work
is that the visual representations that it uses to learn these

concepts might be limiting. Previous work uses a ResNet-
18 model to encode its environment and simply concate-
nates this with the input textual embedding in a late fusion
approach. Furthermore, since the update in reinforcement
learning models is relatively expensive compared to other
learning paradigms, this means that the input image embedder
doesn’t learn low level semantic features that could allow it
to reason about the image on the object level. [2]

In this work we propose using an image pretraining scheme
that can allow the image backbone to learn representations
that pay attention to important semantic and object low level
details in the image. VirTex [3, 4] is a pretraining method in
which an image model is used as the visual backbone used
as the input to image captioning decoder model. The gold
standard caption is used to generate loss. This pretraining task
is semantically dense allowing it to improve downstream tasks
(which are less semantically dense) such as object detection
(when used as image backbone to Faster-RCNN) as well as
image classification. Another embedding scheme we propose
is CLIP [5], which are visual and textual embedding learned
from image-text pair matching tasks.

We hypothesize that using this pretraining scheme allows
for better performance in tasks which involve multiple objects
and deep understanding of the scene image. Additionally, we
hypothesize that using VirTex could allow for faster conver-
gence as the image model encodes a lot of the semantically
important information needed.

We show that using VirTex as well as other techniques that
capture semantic information (CLIP) show improvement over
the baseline Concept2Robot model trained with a ResNet-
50 image encoder. However, this doesn’t reach the reported
performance of the baseline model, likely due to training
constraints. The training and testing of our models can be
found on our GitHub repository.1

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In our task, we are given an initial state (with the configu-
rations of the robotic arm) and a natural language instruction,
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which indicates how the arm should manipulate the environ-
ment. Given this input, our model returns intermediate goal
poses (the positions that the robotic arm should take). We
use the 20BN-smth-smth dataset, which are series of actions
(done by humans in the real world) to guide the training of our
model. We describe how we use this dataset in the technical
approach.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Concept2Robot

Concept2Robot [1] aims to learn manipulation concepts that
link natural language instructions with motor skills. The goal
is to learn an agent that can attain manipulation concepts that
it can use to generate motion trajectories. As opposed to using
simulated trajectories to learn concepts, model learns associ-
ations between natural language instructions and motor skills
directly from real life demonstrations. The model consists of a
language encoder, which takes the input language instruction
and generates an output language encoding. Similarly, the
model also has a visual encoder which generates a visual
encoding. These encodings are concatenated and fed to a CNN
which maps them to an output goal pose and a motion trajec-
tory. This motion trajectory gets translated into a video, which
then fed to a video classifier trained on demonstrations.[6] The
confidence of the video classifier is used a reward function
for the actor-critic network. However, one of the limitations
of this work, that our work wishes to address, is that the
baseline visual encoder doesn’t fully exploit all of the visual
information in the scene image. The visual embedding (which
is gotten using a ResNet-18 model) doesn’t encode much
information about low level semantic features, which would
allow the model to learn to reason about individual objects
in the scene. Our approach attempts to address this problem
by using a visual model, pretrained on a semantically dense
task allowing the representation encode semantic differences
within the scene. [3]

B. Visual and Language Grounding

Tasks involving that involve bridging the gap between vision
and language have gained in popularity in recent years.

1) Image Captioning: One of the preeminent tasks in
the multimodal vision and language domain is the class of
image captioning. [7, 8] Image captioning involves a deep
understanding of the semantic knowledge encoded within the
baseline image. [3] shows that these models learn better image
representations that allow for the model to reason about the
underlying baseline model. They show that pretraining on the
image captioning task can have great performance increase on
unimodal image based tasks such as object detection when
used as the image backbone. [9]

2) Image and Language Tasks: Other tasks in the visual
and language domain include Visual Question Answering
(VQA), Natural Language for Visual Reasoning (NLVR), Vi-
sual Entailment Dataset (SNLI-VE), and Visual Commonsense
Reasoning (VCR). [10, 11, 12, 13] These tasks all involve
a visual and text (multimodal) input. These tasks involve

complex reasoning over the input in which the underlying
model needs to understand how the two modalities relate to
each other. The model must, for example, understand which
part of the image to attend to based on the input text.

3) Robot Image and Language Learning: As opposed to
other image and language learning tasks, robot image and
language learning tasks involve a complex understanding of
the image. Agents must be able to reason about depth and
positioning to a great degree. Furthermore, the reward and
the subsequent loss provided by the environment is relatively
expensive to compute when compared to other image and
language tasks. Furthermore, the agent must learn a more
embodied representation of the image and language input and
the action space is much larger than the traditional image
and language tasks. For example, Jiang et al [14] examines
the compositional nature of language and uses it to learn
hierarchical manipulation task abstractions. It learns to break
down compositional instructions into hierarchical instruction
sets, which can be used to carry out a policy. Similarly, Shu
et al [15] also looks at the skill acquisition in multi-task
reinforcement learning settings. It learns modules that look at
the compositional nature of language and outputs a hierarchy
of instructions from a universe of instructions. Thus it learns
the compositional nature of language as well as concepts
regarding manipulation. However, this work focuses on a small
discrete action space. Unlike these works, our work focuses
on a continuous action space.

C. Learning from Demonstrations

Learning from Demonstration enables an agent to learn from
expert demonstrations. [16] Learning from Demonstrations
reduces the human effort in designing reward functions and
motion trajectories. Jiang et al. and Shu et al.[15, 14] had
to design specific reward functions for their works. Recent
advances in large scale image datasets have lead to leverage
visual data for models that learn from demonstrations. For
example Fu et al [17] looks at how to do inverse reinforcement
learning without expert demonstrations and labelling. They
learn a policy when a large number of goal states are available.
Gupta et al [18] on the other hand uses demonstration data to
learn long horizon tasks, which require extensive planning.
This work however focuses on learning from video demon-
strations, which are inherently noisy.

IV. DATA

A. Human Demonstration Data

For our work we use the 20bn-sth sth dataset of human
video recordings. [6] It contains over 108,000 videos of 174
different tasks, which are roughly 3-6 seconds long. The labels
of each of the videos consist of text based descriptions of the
action taking place in the video. For example, one label is
”Moving something closer to something”, which a task that
we focus on. We focus on a select number tasks from this
dataset. We outline these tasks in our experiments section.



Fig. 1: This figure illustrates the architecture of our approach. In order to generate image feature representations that capture
more semantically important and low level features of the image, the ResNet-50 model, pretrained on the image caption task,
is used.

B. Environment

We use a PyBullet environment to simulate each environ-
ment associated with each of our task. [19] Our robot is a
simulated 7-DOF Franka Panda arm with a 2F-285 gripper.
A camera is mounted to capture the environment state and a
RGB camera is used to capture a downsampled 120 x 160
image for each frame in our execution history.

C. Language Supervised Training Data

The language supervised pre-training of our modified vision
model uses the COCO dataset which contains over 200,000
labeled images. These labeled images contain both images as
well as their captions. [20] These are used as the input into
the language supervised training methodology that we outline
in the technical approach. The captions are used to generate
loss functions allowing the visual encoder backbone to learn
semantic meaning.

V. TECHNICAL APPROACH

A. Overview

We intend to improve the performance of the single-task
approach for 4 tasks defined by the Concept2Robot project in
the PyBullet environment. These tasks are:

1) Task 42: Moving something closer to something.
2) Task 104: Putting something behind something.
3) Task 93: Pushing something from left to right.

4) Task 86: Pulling something from left to right.
We build our approach on top of the single-task approach

proposed in Concept2Robot, in which an agent is trained
to solve a single task. An agent in Concept2Robot has 2
components, an actor and a critic. The actor describes the
action to take for the robot arm while the critic aims to
stabilize the training of the actor. The actor implements the
policy network, which outputs the parameters of an open-loop
motion trajectory that, when executed by the robot, achieves
the manipulation task in the current environment. The motion
trajectory is represented by a second-order dynamical system
of the form:

ÿ(t) = kp(g − y(t))− kd ẏ(t) + f(t)

where y, ẏ, ÿ are the position, velocity, and acceleration of the
end-effector, g is the goal pose, and f are the additional forces
at each timestep that modify the shape and velocity profile
of the trajectory. kp and kd are standard PD control gains.
The motion trajectory operates in a 7-dimensional space: 3D
position and orientation of the end effector and 1D movement
of the two-fingered gripper. The actor will predict the goal
pose and the forces of the trajectory in this 7-dimensional
space for the robot arm to move into the pose required to
complete the task.

The reward function for a task is substituted by a video
classifier that is trained to classify actions in the Sth Sth videos.



The 4 tasks we chose are tasks that already exist in the Sth
Sth dataset. The classifier uses 3D convolutions to learn spatio-
temporal relationships in videos. During training of the policy
network, the output trajectory is executed open-loop by the
robot and rendered into a video. The video is then scored by
the video classifier for the reward.

The actor and critic are neural networks that used ResNet18
to extract features from the visual modality and BERT to
extract features from the text modality.[21] The features of
each feature extractor are concatenated together as a late
fusion representation of the overall state. In the actor, the
representation is fed through an MLP to predict the goal pose
and the forces. In the critic, the representation is fed through
an MLP to approximate the Q-value of the task.

To solve the Contextual Bandit problem, Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradients (DDPG) and the Cross Entropy Method
(CEM) are combined to jointly optimize the actor and critic
in the agent.[22, 23] During training, trajectories and their
rewards are stored in a replay buffer. A sample of trajectories
in the replay buffer is used to update the critic and the actor.
The critic loss is defined as Lc = ||r−Q(s, a)||2 and the actor
loss is defined as La = −Q(s,Actor(s)), where Actor(s) is
the output of the actor network. Note that the weights of the
critic network are not updated when optimizing the loss of
the actor network. The critic network is trained to directly
approximate the Q value. The critic network is updated first
before updating the actor network.

In this project, we aim to improve the performance of the
agent by changing the underlying architecture of the feature
extractors. We changed the feature extractor of the visual
modality from ResNet18 to ResNet50 for an experiment and
to VirTex for another experiment.[24] We also used visual
transformer feature extractors and text transformer feature
extractors of the CLIP model instead of ResNet18 and BERT
for another experiment. [21] The architecture of both actor and
critic are changed in our case. So, when we say we changed
from ResNet18 to ResNet50, both the actor and the critic used
ResNet50 for feature extraction. An example of this change is
shown in Figure 1. [24]

B. VirTex

Karan et. al [3] introduces an image representation learning
methodology in which a ResNet-50 model is used to generate
image representations useful for semantically dense tasks such
as image captioning (VirTex). When the VirTex model is
used to generate visual representations for downstream image
tasks such as object detection and even image classification
it leads to outperformance over using baseline models. For
example, when VirTex is used as the visual backbone of the
Faster-RCNN model, it is able to outperform the baseline
ResNet model. [24] One of the limitations of the current
Concept2Robot model is that it doesn’t fully exploit the visual
input. The visual features it generates are using a pretrained
ResNet model that is trained on ImageNet. Furthermore, since
the reinforcement learning model doesn’t train for many iter-
ations, it doesn’t learn low level semantic features that might

be important for encoding semantic meaning in the image. To
overcome the limitations of the baseline, the VirTex ResNet-
50 model was used to encode image features. The VirTex
model as shown in Figure 1 was pretrained on a language
supervised training task. [24] VirTex was used as the image
backbone for the image captioning task, where it was used
as the input embedding for a language decoder model. The
gold label image caption was used to generate the resulting
cross entropy loss. This pretrained model was trained on the
COCO-image dataset. [20] The resulting ResNet-50 weights
were transferred to the downstream model, which in this case
is the architecture from Concept2Robot. [1, 24]

C. CLIP

CLIP [5], which stands for Connecting Text and Images, is
a form of pre-training done on features extracted from a visual
feature extractor and text feature extractor. The model aims to
fine-tune both extractors through a image-text pair matching
task: given an image, predict which out of a set of 32,768
randomly sampled text snippets, was actually paired with it in
the dataset.

D. Evaluation Metric

The reward that the robot receives from the video classifi-
cation is a proxy objective that may not directly reflect how
successful a policy is with respect to its task. Therefore, the
authors of the original Concept2Robot manually defined task-
specific success metrics to evaluate the policies. For example,
for the task ”putting sth behind sth”, the task is successfully
completed if the robot managed to move the grasped object
behind a stationary object. The original paper reported the
average success rate over 100 episodes. We report the average
success rate over 500 episodes.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Technical Setup

We extended upon the official repository of Concept2Robot
[1].2 In the original Concept2Robot repository, as shown in
Figure 1, the actor and critic both used images of dimensions
120x160x3 and a BERT embedding of dimensions 1024 as
input to the network. The head of a pre-trained ResNet18 is
replaced with a 2D convolution that takes in 512 features and
output 256 features. The visual feature extractor eventually
outputs 256 features through an MLP. The text feature extrac-
tor eventually outputs 128 features through an MLP. These
are then concatenated as a late fusion representation to be put
through another MLP to output action information. Note that
the actor and the critic both used ResNet18, but the weights of
the ResNet18 is not shared between the two, and the weights
of the pre-trained network are fine-tuned as the actor and critic
are trained.

In this project, for ResNet50 and VirTex, we replaced the
head of the pre-trained model with a 2D convolution that takes
in 2048 latent features and output 256 features. The inputs to

2https://github.com/stanford-iprl-lab/Concept2Robot
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the actor and critic are the same as prior work. All other MLP
architectures are also the same as prior work. The pre-trained
weights of the extractor are also not frozen, so they are also
fine-tuned as the actor and critic are trained.

Since the CLIP model replaces both the visual feature
extractor and the text feature extractor of Concept2Robot, the
input to the actor and critic will be slightly different. The
actor and critic takes in images of dimensions 120x160x3 and
tokenized vocabulary indices of the task description that is
tokenized according to the CLIP model. The CLIP model will
take the images and output 512 image features and take the
task description and output 512 text features. We then feed the
512 image features through an MLP to output 256 features and
the 512 text features through an MLP to output 128 features.
Again, these are concatenated as a late fusion representation
that is put through another MLP to output action information.
We used the ViT-B/32 CLIP model that used a transformer
architecture for both visual feature extraction and text feature
extraction. Since transformers are much bigger than ResNets,
we froze the weights of the CLIP feature extractors and only
trained the weights of the MLPs.

B. Hyperparameters

We used the Adam optimizer for training both actor and
critic with learning rate of 1e-5 and 5e-5 respectively. We
train each model on each task for 10,000 episodes. There are
49 timesteps, or 49 frames of the environment and the robot,
in an episode. The first 1,000 episodes stored trajectories of
random actions instead of actions of the actor into the replay
buffer, and the latter episodes stored trajectories of the actor
into the replay buffer. For every episode after the first 1,000,
we randomly sampled 64 trajectories from the replay buffer
to update the critic and actor. A trajectory is defined to have a
maximum of 49 timesteps, so the actor is defined to output the
goal pose and 49 timesteps of forces, which are a total of 50x7
values. We also experimented with actors that output only the
goal pose (with forces) for Task 42. We evaluate the model for
100 validation episodes after every 1,000 train episodes, and
chose the model with the highest validation success rate as the
model to use for the final testing session. We tested for 500
episodes in the final testing session. All other hyperparameters
we did not mention are the same as the hyperparameters in
prior work. We trained all models on a NVIDIA Tesla K80,
which has about 12 GB of graphics memory, and it generally
took about 12 hours to train one model for one task.

C. Results

Our results are summarized in Table I. In general, we found
features of ResNet50 to perform better than ResNet18, VirTex
to perform better than ResNet50, and CLIP to perform better
than VirTex.

In the original Concept2Robot, single-task agents are usu-
ally trained for weeks for 100,000 episodes, so we believe that
it is expected for their agents that use ResNet18 to perform
better than ours, which are only trained for 10,000 episodes.
However, this is only the case for Task 42, and we found our

TABLE I: The success rate (over 500 episodes) of each
different type of model architecture. ResNet18 results are
from prior work. ResNet50, VirTex, and CLIP are tested by
us. Each model is tested on the iteration they achieved the
highest validation success rate on. An ”(F)” indicates that the
model outputted the goal pose and the forces for 49 timesteps.
A model without the ”(F)” indicates that the model only
outputted the goal pose. The descriptions of these tasks can
be found in section V-A.

Model Task 42 Task 104 Task 93 Task 86
ResNet18 87 43 92 89

ResNet18 (F) 88 51 95 88
ResNet50 62.8 - - -

VirTex 67.6 - - -
ResNet50 (F) 49 55.6 98.6 100

VirTex (F) 64 59.8 91.8 80.4
CLIP (F) 74.8 63.2 99.8 99

proposed feature extractors to do much better in other tasks
with much less iterations of training.

For Task 42, we found our actors that output the goal pose
only to do better than the actors that output the goal pose and
the forces. We suspect that this is because it is much easier
to train a model to output only 7 values than to train a model
that output 50x7 values. If we trained our model for longer
than 10,000 episodes, we will likely see an improvement from
outputting goal pose with forces as observed from prior work.

As we expected from VirTex that used pre-training with
Image Captioning, even though both VirTex had the same
ResNet50 model architecture, VirTex features had stronger
semantic information that allowed the actor to perform better
for Task 42 and 104, which are ”put sth closer to sth” and
”put sth behind sth”. We also found VirTex to have a faster
convergence than ResNet50 through validation success rate
over time. However, VirTex seemed to have adversary features
that are bad for Tasks 93 and 86, which are ”push sth from
left to right” and ”pull sth from left to right”.

Lastly, we found CLIP to do better and converge faster in
success rate than other models for all tasks. Success rate that
generally took about 6000 to 7000 episodes of training to reach
for VirTex and ResNet50 generally took about 3000 episodes
of training to reach for CLIP. Thus, we believe features of
the transformer architecture will usually perform better than
ResNet features for other robot learning tasks as well.

VII. CONCLUSION

Learning manipulation concepts from demonstrations is a
important task as it can allow for agents that are able to
better generalize to unseen environments and tasks. Previous
work established a model which took in input natural language
instructions and input scene images and translated them into
motion trajectories. In this work we proposed two methods to
improve on this previous work. Firstly, we replaced the under-
lying image encoder (ResNet-18) with an image encoder that is
pretrained on the semantically dense task of image captioning.
Secondly, we sought to enhance the textual embeddings of the



input model, by using a transformer that is grounded using
visual tasks. Using these two changes, we show significant
improvement on a set of single tasks. There are many future
directions that the current work could go. One drawback of our
combined model is that it continues to rely on the late fusion
approach used in the baseline. However, if a cross modal
attention model was used, the model would be able to use
the natural language instruction to focus on parts of the image
instead of relying on a model that can encode semantic fea-
tures. Another drawback of the approach is that the approach
is limited to learning manipulation concepts through a video
demonstration dataset. These means that there are a finite set
of tasks and manipulation concepts that the agent can learn as
we require labels. However, the pretrained classifier could be
extended to instruction videos where nothing is labeled. The
entire model could be pretrained in a self-supervised learning
method in this way. The video and text (gotten from what the
instructor is speaking) could be used a train a classifier. And a
larger universe of environments and tasks could be done in this
way. However, there could be large computational costs to train
the self-supervised model. Looking at these future steps could
improve concept acquisition for the field of Robot Learning.
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